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Rounded discs catch hairs,

no skin pulling

Enjoy long lasting smoothness with Philips Satinelle epilator. Gently removes

hairs, as short as 0.5mm, from the root. For hair free skin up to four weeks.

Includes 5 accessories.

Care for your body

Gentle tweezing discs remove hairs without pulling the skin.

Convenient epilation

Washable epilation head for extra hygene and easy cleaning.

Speed 1 for gentle epilation, speed 2 for max. performance.

Accessories

Bikini trimmer head for precise trimming of the bikini area.

Bikini trimmer comb to style your bikini area.

Shaving head included for a close shave in sensitive areas.

Exfoliation glove to prevent ingrown hairs

Storage pouch for extra convenience.

Cleaning brush to remove loose hairs from epilator discs



Epilator HP6425/01

Highlights Specifications

Gentle tweezing discs

Philips Care Edition Epilator has rounded,

gentle tweezing discs remove hairs without

pulling the skin.

Washable epilation head

Keeping the epilator clean is easy! The

epilator head is fully washable. Detach it and

rinse it under the water.

Two speed settings

Philips Care Edition Epilator has 2 speed

settings. For a more gentle epilation

experience choose speed 1, while speed 2

gives you the maximum performance.

Bikini trimmer head

For an even groomed look, the bikini trimmer

head trims down the hair to 0.5 mm.

Bikini trimmer comb

Play with lengths! Click-on the trimming comb

to the bikini trimmer head and precisely trim

bikini hair at 4 mm length.

Shaving head

Philips Care Edition Epilator comes with an

extra shaving head for enjoying a close shave

in your sensitive areas. Its rounded shape

follows the contours of your bikini line and

underarms for a close, easy shave.

Exfoliation glove

By making circular movements with the

exfoliation glove, you gently massage your

skin and remove dead skin cells

simultaneously. This gives you beautiful

smooth skin and prevents the formation of

ingrown hairs.

Storage pouch

Storage pouch so you can store everything in

one place.

Cleaning Brush

To perfectly clean the epilator, a small

cleaning brush is included to remove the loose

hairs from the epilator head. The harsh, precise

bristles make it easy to brush out even the

smallest hairs.

Features

Gentle tweezing discs

Unique epilation discs

2 speed settings

Washable epilation head

Ergonomic grip

2 year guarantee

Accessories

Shaving head

Bikini trimmer head

Cleaning brush

Exfoliation glove

Storage pouch

Technical data

Number of catching points: 20

Number of discs: 21

Pulling actions/sec. speed 1: 600

Pulling actions/sec. speed 2: 733

Voltage adapter: 13V / 400mA

Voltage device: 13V
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